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Abstract
The curse of dimensionality is a commonly encountered problem in statistics and data
analysis. Variable sensitivity analysis methods are a well studied and established set of
tools designed to overcome these sorts of problems. However, as this work shows, these
methods fail to capture relevant features and patterns hidden within the geometry of the
enveloping manifold projected onto a variable. Here we propose an index that captures,
reflects and correlates the relevance of distinct variables within a model by focusing on
the geometry of their projections. We construct the 2-simplices of a Vietoris-Rips complex
and then estimate the area of those objects from a data-set cloud. The analysis was made
with an original R-package called TopSA, short for Topological Sensitivity Analysis. The
TopSA R-package is available at the site https://github.com/maikol-solis/TopSA.
Keywords: Goodness of fit, R2, Vietoris-Rip complex, Manifolds, Area estimation
Introduction
Data point cloud recognition is basic task in any statistical procedure. Draw a pattern into
the data shed lights about the inherent phenomena trying to explain. In the literature are
tools like linear regression or clustering to achieve this (Hastie et al., 2009; Hand, 2005).
Other research branch uses data visualization techniques to highlight features hidden in
the data (Tufte, 2001; Myatt and Johnson, 2009; Buja et al., 2005).
Professionals in computational modeling aim to reduce their problem choosing the
most relevant factors of the problem. One way to tackle the problem is through goodness
of fit measures to find the relevance or certain chosen model to explain a variable. One
classic way to determine if this some variables fits inside a model is using the coefficient of
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determination R2. This quantity measure the amount of variance explained by some model
against the variance explained by the model formed only by a constant. It measure how
much fitting a model is preferable against fitting a single constant. If R2 is near to one
then the model fits well to the data. Otherwise, is better just to adjust a constant.
The quantity R2 has been controversial since its origins (Barrett, 1974). For example,
we can increase the R2 score only by adding new variables to the model (even if they
are irrelevant to the problem) or a model with high R2 does not imply that the covariate
explain the outcome (causation vs correlation).
Some extensions and properties have been discovered through the years. The work
of Barten (1962) proposed a bias-reduced R2. A Bayesian analysis was conducted by Press
and Zellner (1978). The first two moment of the R2 and the adjusted R2 are studied
by Cramer (1987). He showed that in small samples, the R2 tends to be higher. Even
those constraints, Barrett (1974) conclude the utility of these measures in applied research.
In any case, this goodness of fit measure overlook the geometric arrangement of the
data. They build the statistical relation between X and Y and then present it in the
form of an indicator. Depending on this simplification they do not consider the geometric
properties of the data. For example, most indices will fail to recognize structure when the
input variable is zero-sum, treating it as random noise.
The analysis of topological data is a recent field of research that aims to overcome these
shortcomings. Given a set of points generated in space, it tries to reconstruct the model
through an embedded manifold that covers the data set. With this manifold we can study
the characteristics of the model using topological and geometrical tools instead of using
classic statistical tools.
Two classical tools used to discover the intrinsic geometry of the data are Principal
Components Analysis (PCA) and Multidimensional Scaling (MDS). PCA transforms the
data into a smaller linear space preserving the statistical variance. The other approach,
MDS, performs the same task but preserves the distances between points. Recent methods
like the isomap algorithm developed in Tenenbaum (2000) and expanded in Bernstein et al.
(2000); Balasubramanian (2002) unify these two concepts to allow the reconstruction of a
low-dimensional variety for non-linear functions. Using geodesic distance isomap identifies
the corresponding manifold and searches lower dimensional spaces where to embed it.
In recent years new theoretical developments have used tools such as persistent homol-
ogy, simplicial complexes, and Betti numbers to reconstruct manifolds, the reconstruction
works for clouds of random data and functional data, see Ghrist (2008), Carlsson (2009,
2014). In Gallo´n et al. (2013) and in Dimeglio et al. (2014) some examples are presented.
This approach allows “Big Data” to be dealt with quickly and efficiently, see Sna´sˇel et al.
(2017).
In this work we aim to connect the concept of goodness of fit with the analysis of
topological data through a geometrical R2 index. By doing this it will be possible to
determine what variables has structured patterns using the geometric information extracted
from the data.
The outline of this paper is: Section 1 deals with basic notions, both in sensitivity
analysis and in topology. In Subsection 1.1 some of the most used and well-known statistical
methods are reviewed and commented on. We finish this subsection with an example which
motivated the work in this paper. Subsection 1.2 deals with preliminaries in homology, and
describes the Vietoris-Rips Complex. Section 2 explains the method used to create our
sensitivity index; Subsection 2.1 describes the construction of the neighborhood graph,
and deals with different topics such as the importance of scale, the Ishigami Model and
presents programming code to determine the radius of proximity. Subsection 2.2 describes
the algorithm used to construct the homology complex through the Vietoris-Rips complex
and Subsection 2.3 explains our proposed sensitivity index. Section 3 contains a description
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of our results, it describes the software and packages used to run our theoretical examples.
Subsection 3.1 is a full description of each theoretical example together with visual aids,
such as graphics and tables describing the results. Subsection 3.2 is an application of our
algorithm to a well-known hydrology model. Finally, Section 4 contains our conclusions
and explores scenarios for future research.
1. Preliminary Aspects
In this section we will discuss the context and tools needed to implement our geometric
goodness-of-fit.
1.1 Measure of goodness-of-fit
Let (X1, X2, . . . Xp) ∈ Rp for p > 1 and Y ∈ R two random variables. Define the non-linear
regression model as
Y = ϕ(X1, X2, . . . Xp) + ε, (1)
where ε is random noise independent of (X1, X2, . . . Xp). The unknown function ϕ :
Rp 7→ R describes the conditional expectation of Y given (X1, X2, . . . Xp). Suppose
as well that (Xi1, Xi2 . . . Xip, Yi), for i = 1, . . . , n, is a size n sample for the random
vector(X1, X2 . . . Xp, Y ).
If p  n the model (1) suffers from the “curse of dimensionality”, term introduced
in Bellman (1957) and Bellman (1961), where is shown that the sample size n required to
fit a model increases with the number of variables p. Model selection techniques solve this
problem using indicators as the AIC or BIC, or more advanced techniques such as Ridge or
Lasso regression. For the interested reader there is a comprehensive survey in Hastie et al.
(2009).
Suppose in the context of the linear regression we have the model





 , X =
1 X11 X12 · · · X1p... ... ...
1 Xn1 Xn2 · · · Xnp
 , b =
b0...
bp




and ε is a noisy vector with mean (0, . . . , 0)> and identity covariance.
















bˆi0 = Y¯ − bˆ1X¯i
Notices that in the particular case p = 0 (the null model) then the estimated parameter
simplifies into bˆ0i = Y¯ .
The following identity holds in our context,
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One of the most used quantities to quantify if one covariate (or a set of them) are useful












This value indicates how much the variability of the regression model explains the
variability of Y . If R2 is close to zero, the squared residuals of the fitted are similar to the
residuals of a null model formed only for a constant. Otherwise, the residuals of the null
model are greater than the residuals of the fitted values, meaning that the selected model
could approximate better the observed values of the sample.
The R2 has the deficiency that it increases if we add new variables to the model. A
better statistic to measure the goodness of fit but penalizing the inclusion of nuisance
variable is the Adjusted R2,
R2Adj = 1− (1−R2)
n− 1
n− p− 1
These measures could detect if a data point cloud could be fitted through some function.
However, if the structure of the data has anomalous patterns R2 could be insufficient.
For example in Figure 1 presents this phenomena. For two datasets the “Ishigami” and
“Circle with one hole” models (they are presented in Section 3). We adjusted a polinomial
of degree 8 to each one using least-square regression.
The Ishigami model presents strong non-linearity in their second variable. The model
could capture the relevant pattern of the data and we got a R2 = 0.448 and R2Adj = 0.4435
(panel (c) telling us that we could capture around the 44% of the total variability of the
data. In the other cases notices how the classic regression failed to capture any of their
features. In particular the R2 and R2Adj are near to zero.
The issue with the panels (a), (b) and (d) of Figure 1 is the fitted models are inflexible
with respect to data used. In particular, the “Circle with one hole” model requires a better
understanding about the anomalous geometry of the data cloud point. The next Section
will be advocate to get a better insight in how to determine the geometric structure of the
data.
1.2 Homology and Vietoris-Rips Complex
The seminal work of Carlsson (2014) presents the ground basic definitions to define a
homological structure for a data cloud of points. In particular, we are interested in the
reconstruction of the embedding manifold of the cloud of points using only the distance
between each pair of points.
For the purpose of this paper a geometric object is either a connected surface or con-
nected directed graph. Given a geometric object define a 0-simplex as a point, frequently
called a vertex. Since we deal with finite sets of data, taking coordinates on the Euclidean
Plane E = R2, we denote a 0-simplex as a point pj = (xj , yj) for j = 1, . . . , n.
If we join two distinct 0-simplices, p0, p1, by an oriented line segment, we get a 1-simplex
called an edge: p0p1 = (p1 − p0).
4
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 (a) R^2: 0%; R^2 Adj.: 0%
 (c) R^2: 44%; R^2 Adj.: 44%
 (b) R^2: 0%; R^2 Adj.: 0%
 (d) R^2: 0%; R^2 Adj.: 0%
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Figure 1: Linear regression Y = a0 + a1X with (a) Ishigami model, and (b) Circle with




1 with (c): Ishigami model (d):
Circle with one hole model.
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Consider now three non-colinear points p0, p1, p2 as 0-simplices, together they form
three 1-simplices: p0p1, p0p2 and p1p2 = p0p2 − p0p1. This last equation shows that only
two of them are linearly independent and span the other. The union of these three edges
form a triangular shape, a 2-simplex called a face, denoted as 4(p0p1p2) that contains all
the points enclosed between the edges:
4(p0p1p2) =
{






λj = 1, λj > 0
}
.
Definition 1 (VR neigboorhood graph) Given S ⊆ Rny and scale ε ∈ R, the VR neighborhood
graph is a graph where Gε(V ) = (V,Eε(V )) and
Eε(V ) = {{u, v} | d(u, v) 6 ε, u 6= v ∈ V }.
Definition 2 (VR expansion) Given a neigborhood graph G, their Vietoris-Rips complex V(G) is
defined as all the edges of a simplex σ that are in G. In this case σ belongs to V(G). For G = (V,E),
we have










where σ is a simplex of G.
2. Methodology
Recall the model (1). The random variables (X1, . . . , Xp) are distorted by the function m
and its topology. Our aim is to measure how much each of the Xi influence this distortion,
i.e. we want to determine which variables influence the model the most.
In Section 1.1 we review the a popular statistic to estimate the correspondence between
Xi, for i = 1, . . . , p, with respect to Y . In this paper, we want to consider the geometry of
the point-cloud, their enveloping manifold and create an index that will reveal information
about the model.
The first step is to create a neighborhood graph for the point-cloud formed by (Xi, Y )
where an edge is set if a pair of nodes are within ε euclidean distance. In this way we connect
only the nodes nearby within a fixed distance. With this neighborhood graph we construct
the persistent homology using the method of Zomorodian (2010) for the Vietoris-Rips (VR)
complex.
The algorithm of Zomorodian (2010) works in two-phases: First it creates a VR neigh-
borhood graph (Definition 1) and then builds the VR complex step-by-step (Definition 2).
The definitions imply a two-phase procedure to construct the Vietoris-Rips complex
with resolution ε:
1. Using Definition 1 compute the neighborhood graph Gε(V ) with parameter ε.
2. Using Definition 2 compute V(Gε(V )). From now on set Vε(V ) = V(Gε(V )).
This procedure provides us with a geometrical skeleton for the data cloud points with
resolution ε. In case the parameter ε is large, there will be more edges connecting points.
We could have a large interconnected graph with little information. Otherwise, if the
parameter ε is small, there may be fewer edges connecting the points, resulting in a sparse
graph and missing relevant topological features within the data cloud.
In the second step we unveil the topological structure of the neighborhood graph
through the Vietoris-Rips complex. The expansion builds the cofaces related to our sim-
plicial complex. In Section 2.2 we will further discuss the algorithm to achieve this.
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Figure 2: The Second variable of the Ishigami model scaled to [0, 1] with a circle centered
at (0.5, 0.5) and radius 1 (left). The same circle draw at the true scale of the data (right).
2.1 Neighborhood graph
The neighborhood graph collects the vertices V and for each vertex v ∈ V it adds all the
edges [v, u] within the set u ∈ V , satisfying d(v, u) 6 ε. This brute-force operation works
in O(n2) time. We considered a variety of theoretical examples and it becomes clear that
the scale factor in the data set is relevant. The scale in one variable may differ with the
scale of the output by many orders of magnitude. Thus, proximity is relative to the scale
of the axis on which the information is presented and the proximity neighborhood may be
misjudged.
The Ishigami model presented in Figure 2 below shows how the proximity neighborhood
becomes distorted when scale is taken into consideration.
We conclude that the aspect ratio between both variables defines how the algorithm
constructs the neighborhood graph. Therefore, to use circles to build the neighborhood
graph we would need to set both variables to the same scale. Algorithm 1 constructs the
VR-neighborhood graph for a cloud of points with arbitrary scales.
1. Re-scale the points (Xi, Y ), i = 1, . . . , n, onto the square [0, 1]× [0, 1].
2. Estimate the distance matrix between points.
3. With the distance chart estimate the α quantile of the distances. Declare the radius εi as this
quantile.
4. Using Definition 1 build the VR-neighborhood graph with ε changed by εi for each projection.
5. Re-scale again the data points to their original scale.
2.2 VR expansion
In Zomorodian (2010) the author describes three methods to build the Vietoris-Rips com-
plex. The first approach builds the complex by adding the vertices, the edges and then
7
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Data: A set of points X = (X1, . . . , Xn) and Y = (Y1, . . . , Yn)
A value 0 < α < 1.
Result: The Neighborhood Graph.
1 Function Create-VR-Neighborhood((X,Y ), α):
2 Xr ← X −minX
maxX −minX
3 Yr ← Y −minY
maxY −minY
4 n← length(Y )
5 DistanceMatrix ← Matrix(n× n)
6 for i = 1:n do
7 for j = 1:n do
8 DistanceMatrix[i,j] ←
√
(Xr[i]−Xr[j])2 + (Yr[i]− Yr[j])2
9 end
10 end
11 ε ← Quantile (DistanceMatrix, α)
12 AdjacencyMatrix ← DistanceMatrix 6 ε
13 NeighborhoodGraph ← CreateGraph (AdjacencyMatrix, xCoordinates = X, y
Coordinates = Y )
14 return (NeighborhoodGraph)
15 end
Algorithm 1: Procedure to estimate the neighborhood graph given a set of points in
the plane.
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increasing the dimension to create triangles, tetrahedrons etc. The second method starts
with an empty complex and adds all the simplices step-by-step stopping at the desired
dimension. In the third method one takes advantage of the fact that the VR-complex is
the combination of cliques in the graph of the desired dimension.
Due to its simplicity we adopt the third approach and detect the cliques in the graph.
We use the algorithm in Eppstein et al. (2010) which is a variant of the classic algorithm
from Bron and Kerbosch (1973). This algorithm orders the graph G and then computes
the cliques using the Bron-Kerbosch method without pivoting. This procedure reduces the
worst-case scenario from time O(3n/3) to time O(dn3d/3) where n is the number of vertices
and d is the smallest value such that every nonempty sub-graph of G contains a vertex of
degree at most d.
Constructing a manifold via the VR-complex is not efficient in that the co-faces may
overlap, increasing the computational time. One can overcome this by creating an ordered
neighborhood graph.
2.3 Geometrical goodness-of-fit construction
The main use of the R2 is to gauge the variability explained by a chosen model against a
null one. In our case, the null model is the box contained all our the data contained in the
Vietoris-Rips complex. This is how we envelop the data in the most basic way possible.
Our model will be the Vietoris-Rips complex itself which give us a representation of our
data through a clearer structure.
The patterns in the data emerge through the empty spaces in the projection space
generated by each individual variable. When the point-cloud fills the whole domain then
the unknown function ϕ applied to Xi produces erratic Y values. Otherwise, the function
yields a structural pattern which can be recognized geometrically.
The VR-complex V(G) estimates the geometric structure of the data by filling the
voids in-between close points. We may then estimate the area of the created object. This
value will not give much information about the influence of the variable within the model.
Therefore, we have to estimate the area of the minimum rectangle containing the entire
object. If some input variable presents a weak correlation with the output variable, its
behavior will be almost random with uniformly distributed points into the rectangular
box. For other case, it has some relevant correlation it will create a pattern causing empty
spaces to appear across the box.
To clarify the notation we will denote by Gε,j the neighborhood graph generated by
the pair of variables (Xj , Y ) and radius ε. Denote by V(Gε,j) the VR-complex generated
by Gε,j . We also denote the geometrical area of the object formed by the VR-complex
V(Gε,j) by Area(V(Gε,j)).


















The geometrical area of Bj will be denoted by Area(Bj).





Notice that if the areas of the object and the box are similar then the index R2Geom,j is
close to zero. Otherwise, if there is a lot of empty space and both areas differ the index
will approach 1.
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3. Results
To measure the quality of the index described above we work concrete examples. The
software used was R (R Core Team, 2019), along with the packages igraph (Csa´rdi and
Nepusz, 2006) for all graph manipulations, and the packages rgeos and sp (Pebesma
and Bivand, 2005; Bivand et al., 2013; Bivand and Rundel, 2013) for all the geometric
estimations. A package containing all these algorithms will be available soon in CRAN.
3.1 Theoretical examples
In the examples which follow we sample n = 1000 points with the distribution specified in
each case. Due to the number of points in every example we choose the quantile 5% to
determine the radius of the neighborhood graph. Further insights into this choice will be
presented in the conclusions section.
We will consider five unique settings for our examples, each one with different topo-
logical features. These settings are not exhaustive and there are others with interesting
features. However through this sample we do show how the method captures the geometri-
cal correlation of the variables where other classical methods have failed, as well as making
a case for which method fails to retrieve the desired information.
The examples considered are the following:
Linear: This is a simple setting with
Y = 2X1 +X2
and X3, X4 and X5 independent random variables. We set Xi ∼ Uniform(−1, 1) for i =
1, . . . , 5.
Quartic: This is another simple case with link function
Y = X1 +X
4
2
with Xi ∼ Uniform(−1, 1) for i = 1, 2.
Circle with hole: The model in this case is{
X1 = r cos(θ)
Y = r sin(θ)
with θ ∼ Uniform(0, 2pi) and r ∼ Uniform(0.5, 1). This form creates a circle with a hole in
the middle.
Connected circles with holes: The model consists in two connected pieces, where in both we set
θ ∼ Uniform(0, 2pi):
1. Circle centered at (0, 0) with radius between 1 and 2:{
X1 = r1 cos(θ)
Y = r1 sin(θ)
where r1 ∼ Uniform(1, 2).
2. Circle centered at (1.5, 1.5) with radius between 0.5 and 1:{
X1 − 1.5 = r2 cos(θ)
Y − 1.5 = r2 sin(θ)
where r2 ∼ Uniform(0.5, 1).
10
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Ishigami: The final model is
Y = sinX1 + 7 sin
2X2 + 0.1 X
4
3 sinX1
where Xi ∼ Uniform(−pi, pi) for i = 1, 2, 3, a = 7 and b = 0.1.
In order to compare the results with our method, we fit for each case the regression




i for each variable Xi. Some type of regressor are possible in order
to fit each case. For this paper, we only need a comparison point to determine how our
method performs.
The figures presented in this section represent the estimated manifold for each input
variable Xi with respect to the output variable Y . The table below each figure presents the
radius used to build the neighborhood graph, the estimated areas of the manifold object,
of the reference square, and the proposed index.
The linear model in Figure 3 is simple enough to allow us to directly see that the
variable X1 explains almost the double of variability than the variable X2. Variables X3
to X5 will have less important indices. In this case, given the linearity, the normal R
2
covers almost 81% of the variance for the X1. The rest of the total variance is covered by
X2. The rest of variables has depreciable amounts. We conclude how the empty spaces are
present according to the relevance level of the variable. For the Quartic model in Figure 4
we observe a similar behavior as in the previous case even if the second variable has non
linear pattern
The model of circle with a hole in Figure 5 was discussed in the preliminaries. Recall
that in this case both variables have R2 near to zero for our model even if the geometric
shape showed the contrary. Observe how the first variable has index equal to 0.46 and
the second one 0.07. This allows us to say that the VR-complex built for X1 perform
better explaining the data than only a close it in a square. For the second variable the
VR-complex and the enclosed square perform similar, thus the geometric goodness-of-fit is
almost zero.
To test our algorithm further we present the model of connected circles with holes in
Figure 6. Here we created two circles with different scales and positions. We could capture
the most relevant features for each projection. In this case the classic R2 could capture
only a 19% of the explained variance of the model for the first variable. For the second one
the R2 is near to zero. Meanwhile, the R2Geom could detect almost a 53% of correspondence
between the first variable and the outcome. In this case, our method performs better to
detect the anomalous pattern.
The final model is produced by the Ishigami function, Figure 7. This is a popular model
in sensitivity analysis because it presents a strong non-linearity and non-monotonicity with
interactions in X3. With other sensitivity estimators the variables X1 and X2 have great
relevance to the model, while the third one X3 has almost zero. For a further explanation
of this function we refer the reader to Sobol’ and Levitan (1999). The first, second and
third variables explain 33%, 48% and 1% of the variance respectively. In particular, notices
how the third variable is considered pure noise for the regression polynomial model. Also,
notice how in this case, the R2Geom for the three variable are around the 50% and 60%. It
indicates, for the three variables, that geometric pattern was revealed by the VR-complex.
The three variables presents large areas of blank spaces inside their boxes.
11
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Variable ε Area(V(G)) Area(B) R2Geom R2
X1 0.08 3.79 11.38 0.67 0.81
X2 0.11 7.69 11.39 0.32 0.19
X3 0.12 9.78 11.39 0.14 0.01
X4 0.12 10.18 11.38 0.10 0.01
X5 0.12 10.16 11.39 0.11 0.01
Figure 3: Results for the linear case.























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Variable ε Area(V(G)) Area(B) R2Geom R2
X1 0.06 1.50 5.88 0.75 0.82
X2 0.11 3.83 5.89 0.35 0.19
Figure 4: Results for the quartic case.
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Variable ε Area(V(G)) Area(B) R2Geom R2
X1 0.11 2.10 3.92 0.46 0.01
X2 0.13 3.67 3.94 0.07 0.01
Figure 5: Results for the circle with 1 hole case.













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Variable ε Area(V(G)) Area(B) R2Geom R2
X1 0.08 9.44 20.07 0.53 0.19
X2 0.12 8.60 8.96 0.04 0.00
Figure 6: Results for the circle with 2 holes case.
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Variable ε Area(V(G)) Area(B) R2Geom R2
X1 0.08 64.83 158.65 0.59 0.33
X2 0.07 56.78 152.50 0.63 0.48
X3 0.09 70.96 152.59 0.53 0.01
Figure 7: Results for the Ishigami case.
3.2 Possible caveats: An Hydrology model
One academic case model which tests performance in sensitivity analysis is the dyke model.
This model simplifies the 1D hydro-dynamical equations of Saint Venant under the assump-
tions of uniform and constant flow rate and large rectangular sections.
The following equations recreate the variable S which measures the maximal annual
overflow of the river (in meters) and the variable Cp which is the associated cost (in millions
of euros) of the dyke.




















(Hd1Hd>8 + 81Hd68) (3)
Table 1 shows the inputs (p = 8). Here 1A(x) is equal to 1 for x ∈ A and 0 other-
wise. The variable Hd in Equation (2) is a design parameter for the dyke’s height set as
Uniform(7, 9).
In Equation (3.2) the first term represents a cost of 1 million euros due to flooding
(S > 0). The second term corresponds to the cost of the dyke maintenance (S 6 0) and
the third term is the construction cost related to the dyke. The latter is constant for a
dyke height of less than 8m, and grows with the dyke height otherwise.
For a complete discussion about the model, parameters and meanings, the reader should
see Iooss and Lemaˆıtre (2015), de Rocquigny (2006) and their references.
The work of Iooss and Lemaˆıtre (2015) detects the most influential variables for mod-
els (3.2) and (2). They use a combination of a Morris screening method, standardized
14



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Variable ε Area(V(G)) Area(B) R2Geom R2
Q 0.07 96.81 311.84 0.69 0.39
Ks 0.07 1.58 4.39 0.64 0.16
Zv 0.08 0.09 0.23 0.61 0.24
Zm 0.08 0.10 0.21 0.53 0.00
Hd 0.09 0.06 0.13 0.55 0.07
Cb 0.08 0.05 0.09 0.51 0.04
L 0.08 1.13 2.26 0.50 0.00
B 0.08 0.45 1.06 0.57 0.01
Figure 8: Results for the Dyke Cp case.
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Variable ε Area(V(G)) Area(B) R2Geom R2
Q 0.08 4289.10 11554.51 0.63 0.47
Ks 0.09 80.24 163.61 0.51 0.19
Zv 0.09 3.89 9.98 0.61 0.23
Zm 0.09 4.77 9.46 0.50 0.00
Hd 0.11 3.01 5.13 0.41 0.10
Cb 0.09 2.35 4.71 0.50 0.04
L 0.09 46.66 83.16 0.44 0.00
B 0.09 23.11 45.34 0.49 0.00
Figure 9: Results for the Dyke S case.
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Input Description Unit Probability Distribution
Q Maximal annual flowrate m3/s Gumbel(1013, 558) truncated on [500, 3000]
Ks Strickler coefficient — N (30, 8) truncated on [15,∞)
Zv River downstream level m Triangular(49, 50, 51)
Zm River upstream level m Triangular(54, 55, 56)
Hd Dyke height m Uniform(7, 9)
Cb Bank level m Triangular(55, 55.5, 56)
L Length of the river stretch m Triangular(4990, 5000, 5010)
B River width m Triangular(295, 300, 305)
Table 1: Input variables and their probability distributions.
regression coefficients and sobol indices. The important most correlated variables influen-
tial to the outputs Cp and S are: Q, Hd, Zv and Ks
Figures 8 and 9 present the results of this model for the variables Q, Ks, Zv and Zm.
For the output Cp the first three variables present a clearer geometric pattern than the
others. In the case of the output S we recover the most correlated variables as Q and Zv.
The other ones do not display a clear pattern in which we could discriminate their influence,
however they have values of R2Geom near to 50%. It says that our method recognize the
geometric patterns of the data but no their real influence in the model.
The variable B has a higher value of R2Geom even not being correlated under the classic
models. Figure 10 presents a zoomed-out result, the bounding box loosely enclosing the
manifold. The reason: isolated points near to the box frontier create 2-simplexes (triangles)
far away from the concentrated data. Therefore those simplexes artificially increase the area
of the bounding box B. There are still improvements needing to be researched in order to
create a robust version of the algorithm.
4. Conclusions and further research
As mentioned above the aim of this paper was to build a goodness of fit index relied
solely on the topological and geometrical features of a given data-cloud. It is clear that
purely analytic or statistical methods fail to recognize the structure within the projection
of certain variables, primarily when the input is of zero sum, which might be considered
artificial noise. In such cases those projections, or the variables in question, have positive
conditional variance that might contribute to the model in ways that had not been explored.
Our index proved to be reliable in detecting this the variability of the data when the
variable is of zero-sum, differentiating between pure random noise and well structured
inputs. In the cases where the model presents pure noise our index coincides fully with
other methods’ indexes in detecting relevant structured inputs, in the other cases our index
reflects the presence of structure in all the variables, which was the notion we wanted to
explore.
We can not have yet an efficient and transparent index that measure the geometric
goodness-of-fit through the VR-complex. To reach this point we identify a series of research
problems to be dealt with in the near future: Improving the algorithm for the construction
of the base graph. Alternatively, change it to make the process more efficient and hence
allow ourselves to run more sophisticated examples, both theoretical and real data examples
from controlled examples. One of the central points to be discussed and studied further is
determining the radius of proximity, which we believe must be given by the data-set itself,
17
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Figure 10: Scaling issue with irrelevant variables. The VR-complex spreadout causes bound-
ing boxes larger than the geometrical structure of the estimated manifold.
probably by a more detailed application of persistent homology. Finally, we look forward
to extending our method to more than one variable at a time, to be able to cross-check
relevance between variables.
As stated we do not claim ours to be an exhaustive list of problems related to the
improvement of our method, but are confident that they will help us run more examples,
and for them to be more sophisticated, as well as helping us get more data to compare our
results with other methods.
One area that we will be focused in the near future is to explore if using these construc-
tions, we can achieve to determine if one variable is really relevant to model. It means, not
only say that the variable has a geometric structure, but also say if the there is a noisy
structured pattern or there is a correlated effect between input and output.
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Supplementary Material
R-package for TopSA routine: R-package “TopSA” estimates sensitivity indices reconstructing
the embedding manifold of the data. The reconstruction is done via a Vietoris Rips with a
fixed radius. Then the homology of order 2 and the indices are estimated. https://github.
com/maikol-solis/topsa
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